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Monday, October 20, 1980

WGVC Will Broadcast
Tax Proposal Special
Proposition A? C? D? Or none of the
above?
These are the questions which will face
Michigan voters when they go to the polls
next month. And levers pulled or not
pulled could have a profound effect on
Michigan's property tax system as well as
on funding for state government.
In an effort to help viewers understand
the tax proposals, WGVC-TV, Grand Valley's public television station, has produced an hour-long special entitled "The
Michigan Tax Proposals." The program
will be broadcast on Monday, October
27, at 10 p.m. and will repeat Sunday,
November 2, at 3 p.m.
Three print and broadcast journalists
will question a representative for each of
the proposals on the November ballot.
Questioning the representatives will be
Matt McLogan, news director for WOTVChannel 8; Robert Skuggen, editor of the
Houghton Gazette; and Barbara Porter
of WJR Radio in Detroit. David Allen,
qews director for WOOD Radio will
moderate the discussion.
Representing the various proposals
are Percy Bullard, State Representative
from the 53rd District, speaking in

New APAC
Membership
Announced
The results of elections selecting 198081 representatives to the AdministrativeProfessional Advisory Committee (APAC)
were announced recently by last year's
committee chairperson, Ron Clark.
The 12-person committee advises the
Grand Valley personnel office on various
personnel practices and procedures which
· affect professional and administrative
staff.
Four committee members were elected
from each of GVSC's three administrative
divisions.
Academic Affairs Division:
Colleen
Curtin-representing
the
School of Health Sciences, the School of
Nursing, the Emergency Medical Training
Program ;
Jack Payne-Developmental Skills Institute, William James College, Continuing Education ;
Pat Scholten-Audiovisual Services,
Computer Center, Library, Institutional
Analysis ;
Mary Seeger-remainder of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
Administrative Division:
Bob Daniels--Business and Finance ;
Ken Fridsma-Student Affairs;
Diana Pace-Career Planning and
Counseling Center, Personnel ;
John Scherff-Plant Department.
Institutional Development:
Jim Harkema-Athletics, College Relations;
Tom Hurley-WGVC-TV;
Bill
Robinson-Public
Relations,
Development;
Wade Seley-Admissions;
Jim Harkema was elected chairperson
of the committee at its first meeting on
October 9.
Rosemary Alland, Grand Valley
personnel officer, serves as an ex-officio
member of the committee.

defense of Proposition A; Doug Roberts,
Deputy Director for the Department of
Management and Budget, representing
Proposition C; and Charles Wiersma, Coordinator of the Conservative Party for
the 5th Congressional District, for Proposition D.
Proposition A, the Smith-Bullard proposal, is a tax shift which aims to cut
property tax by limiting the levy against
homes and farms to 24.5 mills. In layman's terms, homeowners will pay
$24.50 for every $2,000 their home is
worth on the open market, half of what
they would otherwise pay in taxes. The
money lost from this "freeze" on mills
will be made up by drawing on salaries,
with people paying the state 6.5 cents on
every dollar they earn, 1.9 cents more
than what they are paying now .
Proposition C, the "Coalition Proposal," is a - tax shift that gives homeowners a $7,100 exemption in addition
to cutting the taxable portion of the
property value in half. To make up for
this loss in revenue, there will be an in crease in sales tax from the current 4 percent to 5.5 percent.
Proposition D, the Tisch proposal, will
roll back property valuation to 1978
levels and then cut this in half. Every fee ,
tax, and assessment levied by the state
will also be subject to 1978 levels. The
cut in taxes will be a projected $2 billion,
and the state will have to make up for
this loss in revenue by other cutbacks,
with school systems and social services
being especially hard hit.
The program is directed by David
Striks and produced by Pegg Carroll, both
of WGVC's staff.

Brass Quintet Will Perform
The Brass Quintet of the Grand Rapids Symphony will perform at noon on Wednesday, October 22, in the main lounge of the Campus Center. The group consists of
principal players and artists-in-residence with the Grand Rapids Sy mphony.
The performance is part of the Performing Arts Center's free Lunchbreak series.

Politics, Science Fiction, Mythology

Week's Speakers Include Two Authors,
Former Israeli Ambassador to the U.S.
Simcha Dinitz, former Israeli ambassador to the United States, will address an
"American Foreign Policy" seminar at
Grand Valley this Thursday, October 23.
The seminar which is open to the public
will meet in Room 215 of Mackinac Hall
at 2 p.m.
Dinitz was one of Menachem Begin's
advisors during the Camp David talks
between President Carter, Prime Minister
Begin and Egyptian President Sadat.
SCIENCE FICTION AUTHOR
LEADS WRITING WORKSHOP

Science fiction writer Lloyd Biggie Jr.
will present a free lecture on "Science
Fiction: Yesterday's Fantasy, Today's
Reality" and a workshop for young
writers at Grand Valley on Thursday ,
October 23.
Biggie, who is considered one of America's foremost science fiction writers, is
noted for his incorporation of the arts as
a theme in his writings. He is the author
of more than seventy science fiction and
mystery stories and books, including The
Light That Never Was, The Still, Small
Voice of Trumpets, and The Metallic
Muse. Many of his books have been translated into foreign languages. He is currently working on a science fiction anthology for use in high schools and colleges.
The public is invited to hear Biggie

lecture at 3 p.m., in Room 107, Manitou
Hall. Persons interested in science fiction
and other writing forms are invited to
participate in his workshop for young
writers from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m., in Room
21 7, Mackinac Hall. The workshop is
designed especially for high school and
college students.
The lecture and workshop are sponsored by the English Department, the
Writing Center, and the English and
Language Arts Club.
LECTURER EXAMINES
PSYCHE AND SYMBOL

Joseph Campbell, a leading authority
on mythology , will present a lecture and
slide presentation on "Psyche and
Symbol" at Fountain Street Church on
Wednesday, October 22, at 8 p.m .
Campbell, a widely published author,
examines mythology using ideas drawn
from Freud and Jung. His books include
The Hero With a Thousand Faces, The
Flight of the Wild Gander, Myths to Live
By and The Myths to God: Primitive
Mythology, Oriental Mythology, Occidental Mythology, Creative Mythology.
Campbell's appearance in Grand Rapids is sponsored by Grand Valley and
Fountain Street Church. Tickets are $3
for adults, $2 for students, and may be

µurchased at Fountain Street Church ,
Grand Valley's English department
office, 496 Mackinac Hall; and at the
door on October 22 . .

Lubbers Speaks
On Tax Issues,
College Budget
President Arend D. Lubbers
will address Grand Valley students, faculty and staff at a special convocation to be held on
Tuesday, October 21. Lubbers
will talk about the budget issues
currently facing Grand Valley
and how the tax proposals on the
November 4 ballot could affect
the institution and its employees.
The convocation will be held
at 11: 30 a.m. in the multipurpose room of the Campus
Center. Lubbers' address will be
followed by a question and
answer period.

Events On and Around the Campus
Monday, October 20

10 a.m.-5 p.m.: Art Exhibit-Wilma Janczynska-Bushewicz. Retrospective exhibit
of mixed media paintings, drawings and collage. Campus Center Gallery.
11 :30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.: Insurance session - Representatives from Equitable available to answer faculty/staff questions on GVSC 's health and life insurance.
South Conference Room, Campus Center.
2-3:30 p.m.: Film - George Bernard Shaw's "Major Barbara" starrring Rex Harrison , Wendy Hiller, Robert Morley, Deborah Kerr. 132 Lake Huron Hall. Free.
Sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences English department.
3 p.m.: Women's Tennis - GVSC at Ferris State College, Big Rapids.
Tuesday, October 21
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.: Workshop - "Effective Time Management." Fee: $80. Muskegon Community College. For advance registration or more information, call the
Conference Department at 459-6524.
11:30 a.m.-5 p.m.: Art Exhibit. Campus Center Gallery, .See October 20 for
details.
11:30 a.m.: Special Presidential Convocation - GVSC president Arend D. Lubbers
will discuss how the various tax proposals on the Michigan ballot in November
might affect Grand Valley . Students, faculty and staff are invited. Campus
Center Multi-purpose Room.
1-2: 30 p.m.: Film - "Major Barbara." 123 Manitou Hall. Free. See October 20 for
details.
6 p.m.: Volleyball - Ferris State vs. GVSC at West YMCA, Grand Rapids.
8 p.m. : Volleyball - University of Michigan vs. GVSC at West YMCA, Grand
Rapids.

3 p.m.: Lecture - "Science Fiction: Yesterday's Fantasy, Today's Reality," by
science fiction author Lloyd Biggie Jr. Room 107, Manitou Hall. Free. Sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences English department, the Writing Skills
Center, and the English and Language Arts Club.
4 p.m. : Lecture - "An Amateur's Opinions of the Foundations of Mathematics"
by retired math professor Preston Hammer. 219 Mackinac . Free. Sponsored by
the Math and Computer Sciences department.
4 p.m.: Field Hockey - Central Michigan University (B) at GVSC.
4:30-6:30 p.m. : Workshop for young writers (high school and college students)
conducted by science fiction author Lloyd Biggie Jr. Room 217 Mackinac Hall.
Free. Sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences English department , the
Writing Skills Center, and the English and Language Arts Club.
6 p.m.: JV Volleyball - GVSC at Grand Rapids Junior College.
8 p.m. : Stage 3 Play - "Museum ." See Wednesday, October 22 , for details.

Friday, October 24
10 a.m.- 5 p.m. : Art Exhibit. Campus Center Gallery. See October 20 for details.
TBA: Volleyball - GVSC at Saginaw Valley with Michigan Tech. and Wayne State.
8 p.m.: Stage 3 Play - "Museum ." See Wednesday , October 22 for details.
Saturday, October 25
10 :30 a.m.: Field Hockey - Hope College at GVSC.
11 a.m.: Cross Country - NCAA Regionals at Kenosha, Wisconsin .
1:30 p.m.: Football - GVSC at Hillsdale College.
TBA: JV Volleyball - GVSC at Michigan State Invitational.
TBA: Volleyball - See October 24 for details.

Wednesday, October 22
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.: Workshop - "Effective Time Management." Fee: $80. Benton
Harbor. Sponsored by the F.E. Seidman College of Business and Administration.
For advance registration or more information , call the Conference Department
at 459-6524.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.: Art Exhibit. Campus Center Gallery. See October 20 for details.
12 noon: Lunchbreak Series - Grand Rapids Symphony Brass Quintet. Free. Calder Fine Arts Center.
3 p.m.: Women's Tennis - GVSC at Saginaw Valley State.
8 p.m·.: Stage 3 Play - "Museum." Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts, Race
Street Gallery , 1064 Race Street NE , Grand Rapids. (Just south of the Fuller
Street-196 interchange.) Tickets are $3 and $3.50. Student rates available. Advanced reservations advised and can be made by calling 895-66.11, ext. 379.
8 p.m. : Lecture/Slide Presentation - "Psyche and Symbol" by author/mythologist
Joseph Campbell. Fountain Street Church. Tickets are $3 for adults, $2 for students, and may be purchased at the door or from the GVSC English department.
Sponsored by Grand Valley and the Fountain Street Church.

Thursday, October 23
8 a.m.-4 :30 p.m.: Conference - "Mental Health Education." Fee: $15. Campus
Center, GVSC. Sponsored by the Michigan Department of Mental Health. For·
advance registration or more information, call the Conference Department at
459-6524.
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.: Workshop - "Effective Time Manag~ment." Fee: $80. Grand
Center, 245 Monroe, N.w. ,- Grand Rapids. Sponsored by the F.E. Seidman College of Business and Administration. For advance registration or more information, call the Conference Department at 459-6524 .
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.: Workshop - "Mexico : Your Next Growth Market?" Fee: $45.
Grand Center, 245 Monroe, N.W., Grand Rapids. Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Commerce. For advance registration or more information , call the
Conference Department at 459-6524.
10 a.m .-4 p.m. : Tax Forum - Spokespersons representing the various tax proposals on the November ballot will discuss these at a GVSC School of Educationsponsored forum. Holiday Inn North. For more information, call the School of
Education, 456-6277.
11:30 a.m.-5 p.m.: Art Exhibit. Campus Center Gallery. See October 20 for
details.
2 p.m.: Lecture - Simcha Dinitz, former Israeli ambassador to the United States
will address a Grand Valley "American Foreign Policy" ,seminar. Free and open
to the public. 215 Mackinac Hall.

Faculty/StaffSketches
Ken Fridsma, director of financial
aids, was a recent speaker at the 36th
National Conference of the National Association of College Admissions Counselors in Detroit. Fridsma's topic,

Grand Valley Forum
The Grand Valley Forum is published
every Monday during the academic
year and every other Monday during
June, July, and August by the Public
,Relations Office. Alt materials should
:be sent to Dotti Sydloski, editor,
Public Relations Office, 316 Manitou
Hall, Grand Valley State Colleges,
Allendale, Michigan
49401. Tele- ·
phone : (616) 895-661)., ext .. 222.

" Financial Aid-What Lies Ahead," ad- .
dressed the recently enacted Higher Education Amendments of 1980. The conference was attended by high school and
college admissions counselors from
throughout the U.S.
Carl Bajema, professor of biology in
the College of Arts and Sciences, gave
two lectures to faculty and students at
Beloit College last month . His talks were
entitled "Sociobiology : Can It Explain
All of Behavior" and "Charles Darwin's
Intellectual Path to His Theory of Adaptive Evolution by Selection."

BIRTHS

It's a girl for Kathy (Theatre Department) and Patrick Walton-Aliana, born
October 2, 1980.

Monday, October 27
11:30 a.m.-5 p.m.: Art Exhibit. Campus Center Gallery. See October 20 for
details.
12 noon: Lunchbreak Series - Ann Carter-Cox, soprano. Free. Calder Fine Arts
Center.

Across.Campus
WORKSHOPS ON PROFESSIONALISM
OFFERED BY PERSONNEL OFFICE

TAX WORKSHOP
SET THURSDAY

Over 60 Grand Valley staff members
will begin a training program this week
entitled "Professionalism on the Job."
Program workshops will examine a
variety of skills involved in meeting the
public, effective communication and office teamwork, according to Debra
Stormzand of the personnel office and
coordinator of the program.
Several training sessions will be offered
for small groups of clerical and office
staff who are in daily contact with
the general public , Stormzand says. One
session will be held for administrators .
"We hope these workshops will help
people become more aware of how they
deal with the public and with each other,"
Stormzand explains.
The sessions are being lead by Janet
Kooi, a consultant from Grand Rapids
Public School's Office of Community
Education.

Authors of the three tax proposals
which will appear on the November 4
election ballot in Michigan will participate in a GVSC-sponsored forum for
school administrators this Thursday, October 23. The meeting will be held at
the Holiday Inn North from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.
Robert Tisch will answer questions
about Proposal D; Douglas B. Roberts ,
deputy director of the state Office of
Management and Budgets, will talk about
the "coalition" proposal; and , Roy Smith
and Don Sharp will discuss the SmithBullard amendment.
The forum is sponsored by the Grand
Valley School of Education.

HAMMER DISCUSSES
MATH FOUNDATIONS

Preston Hammer, retired professor of
mathematics, will talk about "An
Amateur's Opinions of the Foundations
of Mathematics," on Thursday, October
23, at 4 p.m., in Room 219, Mackinac
Hall. The event will be the first in a series
of seminars sponsored by the Mathematics and Computer Science department.
Refreshments will be served.

SOPRANO WILL PERFORM
IN LUNCHBREAK SERIES

Soprano Ann Carter-Cox will perform
at noon on Monday, October 27 , in the
Calder Fine Arts Center. The singer's
repertoire includes music from the
Renaissance and Baroque eras as well as
traditional folk songs from her native
Tennessee. She accompanies herself on
the dulcimer, lute and guitar.
The performance is part of the Performing Arts Center's free Lunchbreak
Series.

BOARD MEMBERS
RECEIVE HONORS

Two Grand Valley Board of Control
members were honored recently , one by
a state university, another by a national
organization of university trustees.
Detroit businessman and GVSC Board
member Bill Pickard was one of three
individuals selected to receive a Distinguished Alumni Award from Western
Michigan University at the institution 's
August summer commencement. Pickard
graduated from WMU with a bachelor's
degree in 1963. He went on to earn a
master of social work degree from the
University of Michigan and a Ph.D. from
Ohio State University.
Pickard was cited by WMU for his involvement with a variety ·of social service
and civic organizations and for his work
in
the development of minority
businesses.
L. William Seidman, also a GVSC
Board of Control member, was selected
last month as a nominee for the Distinguished Service Award for Outstanding
Service in College and University Trusteeship. The award, which went this year to
a Carlton College trustee , is presented annually by the Association of Governing
Boards of Universities and Colleges.
Seidman is executive vice-president of
the Phelps-Dodge Corporation in New
York City.

Tisch Would
End GVSC's
State Funding

Grand Valley's President Arend D. Lubbers addresses a special meeting of faculty, staff and students. Lubbers c~lled _the G~SC '?ommw:iity together on Tuesday, October 21, to discuss Proposal D and how it could severely impact all state services, zncludzng higher
education.

Proposal D Built on False Promises,
GVSC's President Lubbers Explains
(Editor's note: Following are excerpts
from a speech delivered by GVSC president Arend D. Lubbers to the Grand Valley community on Tuesday, October 21.)
By now, most of you have heard some
of the generalized statements regarding
the effects on Michigan if Proposal D
passes. Let me paraphrase a few of them :
"It will mean the end of State government as we know it."
"Twelve (12) of the fifteen (15)
state universities in Michigan will close."
"We will have to fire three out of
every four State Police troopers."
"At least seventy (70) of our existing
eighty- four (84) State parks will close."
"Seven thousand (7,000) of the nine
thousand six hundred (9,600) mentally ill
patients in State institutions will have to
be released."
Let's put these arguments aside for the
time being. Incidentally , they are all true.
But these effects are so devastating that
most of us can't really absorb the truth
that · all of these things actually could
happen. So for right now, let's look at
Proposal Din more personal terms.
The fact is that you and I wouldn't be
able to keep as much of our money as Mr.
Tisch promises. The fact is that you and I
would lose a lot of the essential services
that we take for granted today, but that
Mr. Tisch falsely promises us we could
keep.

!age is 54 mills. The total tax bill currently is $1,350. (That's the assessed value
times the millage, or $25,000 x .54).
The bumper stickers and ads say that
Proposal D would cut that in half. If
that's true, our typical family would save
$675 in taxes in the first year.

Shake and Straws
With luck, you know what they'll
actually save un.der Proposal D? Two
hundred seventy-one dollars and twenty
cents ($271.20), or seventy-four cents a
day for this family of four. Almost enough for a chocolate shake and four
straws.
What accounts for this credibility gap
of over $400?

Since practically everyone
would pay higher federal
taxes under Proposal D,
how much more would
Washington collect from
Michigan taxpayers in the
first year alone?
Half a billion dollars more.

A Bad Deal
Proposal D is a good deal for you and
for me only if we get more from it than
we give up. The truth is that Proposal Dis
a blatantly bad deal for almost all of us.
Let's look at how the dollars and- cents
actually work out for us under Proposal
D and at the grim facts concerning what
kind of programs would have to be
amputated under Proposal D.
Let's take the average figures for a
typical family of four. They have an annual income of $20,000. 'Their home has
a market value, or true cash value, of
$50,000. For tax purposes it is assessed at
fifty percent, or $25 ,000. The total mil-

Our typical family already gets a tax
break from the State, called the Homestead Property Tax Credit, which for
them amounts to $390 this year. Sometimes this tax break is called the "circuit
breaker," after the device that prevents
an electrical overload in a house, because
this tax credit prevents families from suffering a tax overload on their homes.
When the local tax is too high , this state
tax credit kicks in so that our typical
family can take a big chunk of that excess
amount right off the top of their state
taxes.
So, with this Homestead Property Tax
Credit, our typical family already reduces

its property tax from $1,350 down to
$960 as the law stands today! Proposal D
would knock that tax break right out
from under them. Their Homestead Property Tax Credit would go from $390 to
zero overnight.
The backers of Proposal D would have
us believe that Proposal D would make up
for that and a whole lot more. Let's look
again at our typical family and see.
Proposal D would base property taxes
on 1978 valuation levels. Tisch says that
would cut the typical valuation by 50
percent. Let's be even more generousto allow for inflation-and assume that
the reduction will be even bigger--a 60
percent cut instead of just 50 percent.
So our typical family house would be
valued at $10,000 for tax purposes rather
than $25,000 as it is currently. Sounds
pretty good, right? Hold on.
The catch conies in the millage rate.
Proposal D wouldn't cut your millage
rate. In fact, part of your millage rate
could rise under Proposal D-the portion
that pays off local debt, which is typically ten percent. In our example, the
present total tax bill, at 54 mills, is
$1,350. The ten percent going for local
debt is $135. Proposal D would let that
part of the millage rate rise so that local
government could still collect the same
$135 to pay off bonds for school construction, streets, sewers, curbs, and the
like.
Of the present 54 mill rate in our example, 5.4 mills go toward debt payment, and 48.6 mills go for operating expenses. Under Proposal D the debt payment millage could rise to 13.5 mills. Add
that to the 48.6 mills for operations, and
the total millage under Tisch would be
62.1, or 8.2 mills higher than present
rates. Multiply those 62.1 mills by the
$10,000 valuation under Proposal D and
you have a Tisch tax of $621.
Proposal D promises our typical family
a fifty percent property tax cut.
However, as you can see, with the
state tax credit our typical family pays

(Continued on page 4)

Grand Valley would lose all state funding under Gov. William G. Milliken's
recently released contingency plan outlining potential cuts in state services that
could result from passage of Proposal D.
The plan recommends elimination of
state aid for 12 state-supported four-year
institutions and funding at a 50 percent
level for the other three-the University
of Michigan, Michigan State University
and Wayne State University.
Currently, nearly 70 percent of Grand
Valley's general operating budget comes
from the state, with 29 percent from tuition and 2 percent from other sources.
'The plan raises serious questions about
Grand Valley's ability to continue to
offer quality educational services if Proposal D passes, President Arend D.
Lubbers said.
"Obviously, we would continue to
function through this fiscal year, which
ends next July. After that, we would have
to consider a drastic reduction in the size
of the institution; major tuition increases
which would require voter approval under
the Tisch plan, or becoming a private institution to facilitate raising tuition to
cover costs-or closing.
"In any case, the result would be a
tragic loss in equal educational opportunities now afforded citizens of west Michigan-not to mention the economic impact on the region from the loss of more
than $12 million. That's a lot of jobs and
a lot of business for this area."
The contingency budget was prepared
by the State Department of Management
and Budget.
"When Proposal D was certified to be
on the November ballot, I directe d the
department to analyze the proposal and
the impact it would have on state government," Milliken said. "The primary purpose of this analysis is to assure we have
developed the needed contingency plans
to use in case the proposal is adopted. At
the same time, the people of Michigan
have a right to know what state services
would be affected by approval of the
proposal.
"This report does not necessarily reflect in detail my own priorities and the
final recommendations I would make to
the Legislature . It does reflect a very
careful analysis of state government by
the Department of Management and Budget and an attempt to determine what
would realistically be cut and what would
be left. It is based upon the recommendations submitted to the Department of
Management and Budget by each department as to what cuts of this magnitude
would mean.
"It is a realistic document and if the
picture it paints is devastating, it is only
because the effects of Proposal D would
be devastating."
State Budget Director Gerald Miller,
who directed preparation of the report,
said it is "a realistic assessment of what
could happen to such crucial areas as
mental health, education and law enforcement if Proposal D passes.
"The effect of Proposal D would be to
cut $1. 7 billion from the state's General
Fund, which is used to finance most
operations of state government," Miller
said. "But as a result of the required
levels of state support for local units of

(Continued on page 3)
Printing costs for this special report have
been paid for by private contributions.

Coalition Proposal
• Provide $7,100 homestead exemption (excluding debt millage) and $140 grant for renters,
both " indexed."
• Maintain the existing "circuit
breaker" provision under
which property owners receive credit on their income tax
returns for property taxes paid.
• "Index" personal income tax
exemption (currently $1,500 per
person) to inflation.
• Increase sales tax from 4 percent to 5.5 percent.
• Phase out sales tax on utilities.
• Earmark lottery revenues for
education.

Tisch Proposal

Smith-Bullard
Proposal
• Limit property taxes to present
rates of 24.5 mills for homes
and farms and 55 mills for commercial and industrial
property.
• Allow local school districts to
levy up to 7 mills for
"enrichment."
• Require state to raise necessary revenue to replace property tax (estimated 1. 9 percent
increase in individual income
tax) and to distribute most
school funds.

• Reduce property taxes by $2 .7
billion by rolling valuations
back to 1978 levels and cutting
them in half-by reducing assessments from 50 to 25 percent of market value.
• Require state reimbursement
to local governmental units
amounting to $2 billion .
• l{estrict growth of residential
and agricultural property valuations to 2 percent a year.
• Require approval of 60 percent
of voters for increases in taxes,
including "user fees" such as
hunting licenses, state park
fees and tuition.

Giving Taxing Powers to the Minority
Passage of Proposal D would
result in a revolution in political
policy making in Michigan. That's
the opinion of Lynn Mapes, associate professor of history, who says,
"Essentially, the state legislature
and local governments would lose
the power to change or increase
taxes, as a result of the minority
veto and the absolute limitation on
taxing power that are included in
Proposal D."

Local governments would lose
control of their major resource property taxes - because Proposal
D would limit tax increases to 2
percent, Mapes says. "In view of
current inflation rates, for all practical purposes that eliminates their
right to raise taxes."
In addition, the state legislature
would no longer have the right to
tax, according to Mapes. "Proposal
D would require a referendum in a

Taxes: How Does Michigan
Compare With Other States
How does the tax structure in
Michigan compare to the national
norm? Just about average, according to the Tax Foundation, Inc.,
which says Michigan residents pay
$127 in state and local taxes per
$1,000 of personal income. This
places Michigan 19th among all
states, and one dollar below the
national average.*
In comparison, the highest continental state is New York at $172.
(Alaskans pay $175.) Other states
usually recognized for the excellence of their public higher education systems include: California,
4th, $158, Wisconsin and Minnesota, tied for 8th, $142 ; Pennsyl-

general election, which happens
only every two years, and the approval of 60 percent of the voters.
In other words, 41 percent of the
voters would be able to exercise a
minority veto.
"In fact, some aspects of Proposal D would result in a minority veto
of 21 percent, because changes in
tax credits and the state school aid
formula would require a four-fifths
vote of the legislature.
''What Proposal D really says is
that you can't trust 51 percent of
the people to make wise decisions so you 're going to let a minority of
41 percent - or less - control taxing powers."

Is Michigan Higher
Education Ove,funded?
Apparently not, according to statistics comparing higher education appropriations in Michigan with those in other
states.
Michigan ranks 49th among the 50
states in the percentage increase in
appropriations to higher education over
the past two years. With an 11 percent
increase from 1978-79 to 1980-81 ,
Michigan is· one of 13 states in which
appropriations have not been large
enough to offset the effects of inflation .
Increases in other states ranged from
a high of 50 percent in Wyoming to a
low of 6 percent in Pennsylvania. When
inflation is taken into consideration, 13
states did not receive large enough in creases to offset the loss of purchasing
power resulting from the pressure of
inflation on the cost of operating an
institution. In fact , Michigan experienced
a 6 percent loss of purchasing power.
Michigan ranks fifth among the
states in total appropriations to higher
education for 1980-81, with an outlay
of $816 million, but slips to 29th place in
terms of appropriations per capita. The
latter range from a high of $201.68 in
Alaska to a low of $37.11 in New Hampshire. The average is $95.39 for each man ,
woman and child; Michigan stands at
$88.67.
State spending averages $10.88 for
each $1,000 of total personal income ,
with Alaska once again at the high end
at $17.98 and New Hampshire at the low
end at $4.44. Michigan ranks 38th at
$9.43.
Actually, Michigan 's rankings could
be even lower than the statistics indicate
because they are based on an early
budget estimate of an $816.4 million
appropriation for 1980-81. Governor
William G. Milliken has since cut his
recommendation, and the legislature has
not yet approved an appropriation.

vania, 25th, $123. In "the ''Big 10"
states, Michigan is third, behind
Wisconsin and Minnesota; Illinois is
29th, $118; Indiana, 47th, $103;
Iowa, 32nd, $116, Ohio, tied with
Missouri for 50th, $99.
Michigan's state and local taxes
have risen 15 percent more than
personal income since 1968. The
national average is 19 percent. In
only three states has growth been
below the decade's rise in incomeIdaho, North Dakota, and South
Dakota.
*Source. Monthly Tax Features,
Tax Foundation Inc., March 1980.
Figures are for fiscal 1978.

All State and Local Taxes* per $1,000 of Personal Income
State (top 20)

1968

1978

U.S. AVERAGE
Alaska
New York
Wyoming
California
Massachusetts
Vermont
Arizona
Minnesota
Wisconsin
Hawaii
Montana
District of Columbia
Maine
New Mexico
Nevada
Maryland
Oregon
Michigan
Utah
Washington

$108
91
132
135
134
112
125
125
110
123
136
121
91
105
115
122
107
105
110
117
115

$128
175
172
172
159
158
145
143
127
142
140
138
136
133
133
131
130
128
127
127
127

% Increase

1978 Rank

19

92
30
30
18
18
16
14
15
15
3
14
49
27
16

7
21
22
15
9
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8
10
11
12
13
13
15
16
17
19
19
19

*Excludes unemployment compensation taxes.
Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce, and Tax Foundation computation.

Michigan State Senator Robert Vanderlaan (R. - District 31) discussed
Proposal D with the Grand Valley Faculty Club on October 16. Vanderlaan, a vocal opponent of the proposal, said that "what it would do in
terms of cutting expenditures is not nearly as important as what it would
do to the political system. "
"The proposal," Vanderlaan siad, "removes taxing power from the
elected legislature and places it in the hands of a minority of the voters. "
He said that passage of the porposal would be "disastrous economically
to Michigan and would cause the state serious bonding problems. "

Could Tuition Be Increased?
If Proposal D should pass, the
university must raise tuition to
compensate for lost state income.
Correct? Possibly not. Should
"tuitidn" be interpreted as a "tax",
the amendment could effectively
stop the university from raising tuition without voter approval. Tuition decisions are historically the
responsibility of college and university Boards of Control.

The definition of "tax" in
Proposal D includes any ''fee,
levy," or "user charge."
Some Proposal D supporters contend that tuition is a ''user charge"
and could not be increased without
60 percent approval in a statewide
vote at a general election. The next
scheduled general election after this
November is November 1982.

Effects
IO-A
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Tisch· Supporters
;Miss Their Target
. Larse_num~rs of·apgry Michl-. taxpayers
will lash out next month and vote.for the Tisch
·Amendment. ·Pro~ .D, as the amendment
will be labeled on the.baµot, should be Proposal
F. The "F" standing for r-urtous and frustrated.
The Tisch plan ls a spear aimed at every person who bolds public office. It ls a proposition
fQr reveng~. The idea ls not to get reform but to
get even: "They" betrayed us so now we will
really fix "them."
· . But this Isn't the Ohio State game. The enemy
can't be defined that easily. Tisch is a phony and
so, ls his, proposal.
•
I
. The Tisch proposal is a sham for two fundamental reasons:
1. While it is true that the public often is
abused by government and by economic conditions, the Tisch Amendment won't change those
things. Bad government isn't changed by rewriting the tax laws. And inflation and recession are
_national or possibly even worldwide problems
that won't be reversed by detaching Michigan's
property valuations. from reality.
2. The question ls not whether there will be or
won't be taxes. There will. What we need to find
is the most fair and_efficient system to provide
public services that must be dealt with through
central government. The Tisch Amendment
does not make our taxes more fair o'r efficient.
It ignores those requirements and instead arbitrarily slashes away at property valuation, using
no rational formula other than the whim of a
drain commissioner whose abusive one-liners
about public' officials are nb substitute for reason.
"D" is not a proposal but a manifesto guaranteed to stir emotional juices while rei:naJning
cowardly silent on the reductions in services
that -its passage wiU~require: - ~
Indeed, whatever cuts are predicted under
Proposal D - a pure bookkeeping matter, in
many · cases - a Tisch-led chorus sings out
"scare tactics." But to believe that up to $2 billion can be carved from state budget "waste" is
to believe a lie.
Further proof of the capricious underpinnmgs
of Tisch is shown by its'prohibition against new
pr increased taxes, ·fees, licenses, or permits
without a 60 percent vote of the people . .Why 60
percent? What.happened to majority rule? Will
Mr. Tisch concede President Carter's re-election if Ronald Reagan gets "only"·59 percent of
the vote?
·

Mr. Tisch's contort1_ons don't end with democratic tradition. He's. contrived a few economic
pretzels as welt By reclucing the appraisal of all ·
property to 25 percent of 1978 true valu~ and
limiting future residential and agricultural vaJuation increases to 2 .percent .a year, he would
replace a system built on actual casli vah1e wltli
one that would be blind to real worth. The idea
that the proportionate values of new homes and
older homes rise or drop in tandem is plain nonsense.
But the biggest lie Mr. Tisch must tell to justify
his proposal is to suggest that masses of people
are being forced o~t of their homes by state
extravagance. Not true. While no one can dispute the burden of fast-rising property taxes, the
fault lies not witp. state spending as with inflation and Michigan's over-reliance on the property tax for local tax revenue:;, particul~rly for school operations. Homes are not liquid assets to
be sold for cash when needed, and neither are
they fair indicators of ·ability to pay.
On both counts the property tax has failed.
But it should be noted that when Michigan voters had a chance to repair those considerable
flaws in 1972 by shifting school operations to the
income ·tax, they decisively refused to dd so.
Even so, the Legislature since has, provided
property tax relief ·for homeowners and business alike. Senior citizens, renters, farmers, low
and even medium-income families, new or expanding businesses - all get tax -breaks to relieve special burdens.
No one can deny the serious impact of inflated property values on the tax bills for middle
and low income groups. And escalating costs are
also reflected in increasing public spending. But
relief, insofar as state government is concerned,
is coming in balanced-budget requirements that
even norarft'forclng the state to make major
reductions in virtually every depart~ent.
Imposing Mr. Tisch's contrivances atop reductions already being made cannot be logically, socially or economically justified.
There will be three other tax.proposals to consider on the November ballot, if one includes
. keeping the status quo, and of them ra~e ~re- ·
ful consideration. Tisch, an exercise in demagoguery, does not.

all
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Tisch Offers Several Myths to Voters
By Pat Polach
(Editor's note: Pat Polach is an administrative assistant at GVSC's Kirkhof
College and president of the Grand Valley Clerical, Office and T echnical Association/MESPA.)
Those trying to explain the popularity
of the Tisch amendment say that people
are angry, frustrated with government,
ready to send a message to Lansing. The
Tisch campaign claims to offer financial
relief through
property tax cut and a
new sense of "clout" by gutting the ability of the state to ·levy any new taxes. But
the reality under the Tisch claim is this :
Tisch offers the citizenry of Michigan the
opportunity to cut off its nose to spite its
face.
I don't presume to offer here a complex tax proposal analysis; they are available from The League of Women Voters
and other groups. These analyses indicate
the Tisch tax cut will severely damage or
destroy various essential Michigan programs as : higher education, scholarships,
special services to K-12 schools, Michigan

a

National Guard, state parks, state police
services, licensing and regulation of realtors, mechanics and many other service
professionals, support for tourism and
small business, medicaid, meat inspection ,
services for handicapped, services for the
mentally ill-to make only a partial list.
Tisch supporters are not voting for this
reality. They are voting for a set of
myths.
Myth 1: Tisch will only hurt some
other social class, not my own; only
"welfare bums" and parasites will suffer.
In fact , the middle class is also a big
loser under Tisch. Who knows a family
that will never need a scholarship? a state
trooper? a campsite? a licensed service
person? well inspected food? The state is
not a monster feeding the parasite poor;
rather, the state is the whole community
of Michigan residents, and the web of
state services is necessary to the quality
of life of all classes, including the middle
class.
Myth 2 : The "suffering middle class"
will be the big winners under Tisch .
In fact the big winners will be · the
big landowners-both wealthy individuals

and businesses, who stand to gain many
thousands of dollars in property tax reductions. Tisch, disguised as tax reform
for the middle class, is a profitmaker for
the rich at the expense of both poor and
middle class people.
Myth 3: The good people of Michigan
will restore the most needed services after
Tisch passes and the message is sent to
Lansing that tax relief is needed.
In fact, the good people of Michigan
won't be able to do that, because if Tisch
passes it then requires a 60 percent vote
to institute any tax. The good people of
Michigan will lose majority rule on tax
questions , as a 41 percent minority will
be able to block any new proposals.
Tisch won't solve the problems of
those who are angry, frustrated, and financially pinched. It will benefit the
wealthy, at the expense of the entire state
community.
It is important that we all vote on
November 4, that we go to the polls as
informed as possible, and that we make
decisions that are not based on myths,
but are based on our values.

government contained in the Headlee
Amendment to the Constitution, the net
effect of state operations is to require us
to stretch $1.6 billion in revenues to
cover programs that now cost about $3.6
billion.
"We examined the possibility of a 56 ·
percent cut across all departments, but
we obviously can't do such things as close
half of our prisons. In reducing the proposed cuts in the corrections field, we
had to make deeper cuts elsewhere.
"The basic fact that this document so
graphically illustrates is that we would
not be able to meet all of our priority
needs if Proposal D passes."
The governor said , " Based on options
that all the department heads have submitted and the recommended stand-by
budget prepared by Dr. Miller, the Legislature and I will be able to examine all
the implications that must be considered
before final decisions are made on the revised budget that would have to be acted
upon should Proposal D be adopted.
"While I totally disagree with Proposal D's approach, I want to be ready to
carry out the mandate of the people
should they adopt Proposal D."
Among the highlights of the recommendations presented by Miller to the
governor are :
. Elimination of state aid to 12 of the
state's 15 colleges and universities. Aid to
the three largest-the University of Michigan, Michigan State University and
Wayne State University-would be cut
50 percent.
. Closure of a majority of state mental
health facilities with immediate movement of 7,000 of the state's current
9,600 institutionalized residents into the
community . Only 2,600 of the most profoundly disturbed or retarded could be
kept in institutions.
. The School for the Blind in Lansing
and the School for the Deaf in Flint
would be closed.
.- Elimination of statewide testing of
elementary and secondary students to
measure their achievement levels.
. A 75 percent reduction in uniform.e d
State Police and reduction in hours for
about half of the 64 posts.
. Closure of Camp Grayling and all National Guard armories in the state , meaning, among other things, the state would
Jose its ability to respond to natural
disasters.
. Closure of most of the 84 state parks
in Michigan.
. Cancellation of all new construction
and only minimal provisions for upkeep
of existing buildings.
. Elimination of such special agencies
as the Crime Victims Compensation
Board, the Commission on Indian Affairs
and the Commission on Spanish Speaking
Affairs.
. Reductions in benefit levels for
those receiving public assistance in various forms .
. A cutting in half of parole and probation services .
. Elimination of the state 's meat inspection program.
. Elimination of all economic development activities.

Where Grand Valley
Gets Its Money
1979-80
State
General
Fund
Support
69%

$12. 9 m illion

Tuition
and
Fees
29%

Speech
(Continued from page 1)
$960 in property taxes and the Tisch tax
is $621-a $339 difference and a lot less
than fifty percent.
But that's not the whole picture yet.
Our typical famil y would have to send at
least 20 percent of those support cash
savings to Washington.
The local property tax is one of the
largest deductions that our typical family
can claim on their federal tax forms.
Under Proposal D that deduction shrinks
and federal taxes increase. Our typical
family would have to send another
sixty-seven dollars and eighty cents
($67.80) to the federal government
which we might call the "Tisch federai
tax bonus."
So instead of saving $675, our typical
family saves only $271-less than half of
what they've been led to expect.
The topic of federal taxes also brings
up several interesting questions.

More for Washington
Since practically everyone would pay
higher federal taxes under Proposal D,
how much more would Washington collect in the first year alone? Half a billion
dollars more.
Wh ere does Michigan compare with
other states in the number of federal
tax dollars returned to the state?
Fiftieth-dead last.
How much does Michigan get back
from every tax dollar we send to
Washington today? Sixty-two cents- and
under Proposal D, that figure would decrease significantly. That's because as the
state budget decreases and local property
taxes decrease, federal payments for state
programs and federal revenue sharing to
state and local units also would decrease.
But let's go back to our typical family.
They still would save $271.20-$22.60
per month-and they've been promised
that they wouldn't lose any public services, so aren't they money ahead? The
backers of Proposal D claim it would
cut fourteen percent of the state and
local tax burden in Michigan~nd supposedly there's enough fat in government to be trimmed out while leaving
all essential services intact.
Unfortunately , that is a blatantly
misleading claim based on a totally false
figure. There will be program cuts. Budget losses for most programs won 't be
fourteen percent-they'll be at least
forty percent by conservative estimates.
And we all know that you can't buy a
dollar's worth of goods or services for
sixty cents.

Effects on State Budget
As we've seen, Proposal D can't deliver
on its promise of big cash savings. So now
its backers are trying to sell us on the
idea that even if Proposal D doesn 't help
us very much, it wouldn't hurt us very
much either.
Here is how the figures actually work
out, using the early estimated state budget for the 1980-81 fiscal year.
When income from all sources is conwe
begin
with
almost
sidered,
$10,400,000. From this the state constituion requires certain expenditures. These
include payments to local units of government equal to 41.6 percent of the budget,
as required by the Headlee amendment
school and state employees' retirement

Proposal D can't deliver
on its promise of
big cash savings.
programs ; Civil Service Commission funding at one percent of state salary levels,
gas and weight tax revenues for the Department of Transportation ; and general
obligation debt service. Other items that
must be deducted include transfers, the
budget stabilization fund, and federal
funding. Taken together, these total
$6.6 billion, leaving the state with $3.8
billion remaining to fund government
operations, programs and departments,

including the court system. Under Proposal D, the state would reimburse local
government for a major part of the taxes
they would lose-$1.5 billion. At best
the state would have $2.3 billion to pa;
for $3.8 billion of public services-40
percent of what had been budgeted. The
loss of federal dollars to Michigan would
make the available funds even less than
40 percent.
Nobody is in favor of government
waste. We all want clean and lean government. But if we cut funding by forty
percent, we aren't talking about fat and
waste anymore . We're talking about programs for basic human needs. And not
only other people's programs, but · services that all of us use and enjoy. Wf! re
talking about changing our basic way of
life.
We already have an unfortunate example of how just a small budget cut
hurts many of us. Because of the present
recession, the state budget is at ninety~ix
percent of earlier levels. As a result,
seventy state police troopers have been
laid off. Seven hundred and fifty mental
health employees in state institutions
have been laid off, and more layoffs are
likely despite complaints and court cases
concerning inadequate care . Fewer unemployed people are eligible for benefits
now, and those who still qualify will receive fifteen percent less despite high unemployment rates. The support Michigan
provides for families who care for foster
children will decrease by fifteen percent.
These kinds of cuts, and more, are
happening because the budget has shrunk
by four percent. Many of us already find
we are losing services we have taken for
granted. What will happen when the cuts
have to equal forty percent?

We all want clean and lean
government But if we cut
funding by forty percent, we
aren't talking about
fat and waste anymore.
We're talking about
programs for
basic human needs.
The grim truth is that the cuts resulting from Proposal D would hurt-and
they would hurt deeply.
Let's look at one example that's important to west Michigan. Under the Department of Management and Budget's
proposed budget, Grand Valley would
lose all state funding. That's 70 percent
of our current budget. West Michigan
residents would lose their only four-year,
state-supported institution of higher education-or they could end up having tuition at triple the current rate. In either
case, we're looking at a severe curtailment
of educational opportunity for the people
of west Michigan.

Tisch By-Products
There are other strange and littleknown aspects of the Tisch plan.
Examples:
. A vote would be required to raise
taxes and "user fees"-including state university tuition, park fees, hunting and
fishing license fees-even state library
fines for overdue books.
. Control of taxation and fee levels
would be in the hands of a minority of
voters because approval of sixty percent
of the voters would be required for approval of increases in the kinds of fees
listed above, as well as for major taxes .
. Local units of government such as
villages, towns, cities, townships and
counties would lose $252 million
(approximately 25 percent) in the first
year as a result of rollbacks to 1978 assessment levels. Local services would have
to be cut, such as programs for seniors,
pothole repairs, police protection and
trash collection.
. Local schools would lose $560 million in the first year for the same reason.
. Many nonprofit , charitable organizations could lose their tax exemptions on
p~rsonal property, including Scouts, certam veterans organi-£ations, certain frater-

(/

nal organizations, the YMCA the YWCA
independent or organized fir; companies'.
and even 4-H Clubs.

Who Would Win?
Who are the big winners under the
Tisch plan?
. The federal government, as we
already have seen.
. Landlords-and the more property
they own , the bigger their winnings because they don't have to pass prop'erty
tax savings on to their renters.
. People from other states and countries who own Michigan properties.
. Some people would say that businesses would be big winners, but the
Chamber of Commerce disagrees. Its
members are also out speaking against
Proposal D as an irresponsible approach
to dealing with taxes and as a mistake
that eventually would tnake it much
harder and more expensive to do business
in our state.
One other point shoul'd be discussed.
A lot of people are sayi:ng, "If Proposition 13 worked in California, why won't
Proposal Dworkin Michigan?"

U.P. Oranges
First, the facts on whether Propositiop
13 really works are not in yet~nd they
won't be for some time. Secondly, there is
no reason to believe that an idea applied
to California will work in Michigan, any
more than we would have reason to believe that oranges could be commercially
grown in the Upper Peninsula. There are
too many important differences between
the two plans and the two states to say
that similar results could be expected
here. These are some of those differences :
. California had one of the fastest
growing economies in the nation at the
~ime of Proposition 13. Michigan is in
its most severe recession in fifty years.
. California had a six billion dollar
budget surplus that it could use to bail
out local governments and school systems. Michigan is severely cutting its budget to avert a deficit.
Proposition 13 permitted local
governments to impose fees so that services previously provided by taxation
could be paid for. Proposal D limits fees
assessments and would prevent many current programs and services from being
paid for by users .
. Proposal D is actually more similar
to the Jarvis Il proposition which was
soundly defeated in California earlier
this year.
To summarize: Backers of Proposal
D make two major promises that can't
be kept.
. They promise a fifty percent property tax cut, but the average family of
four would actually get only 74 cents a
day. They promise no great loss of services-but forty percent of the heart and
life would be cut from programs that
benefit all of us.
In addition, thousands of innocent bystanders would be hurt-the elderly the
mentally ill, college students, school.children, and many others.
And finally, Proposal D gives the biggest bonanzas to those who don't need
them-landlords,
absentee
property
owners, and the wealthy, not to mention
the federal government.
Proposal D masquerades as a California
transplant, but it has no application to
Michigan and our needs.

Considering Some Maybe's
But despite all this, perhaps you 're
thinking that you would still be better off
if Proposal D passes, with a little more
cash and a lot less government.
. Maybe you never fish or hunt, and
you don't benefit from fish plantings and
wildlife management.
. Maybe y ou never camp or hike in
state parks or swim off state beaches.
. Maybe you have a great pension plan
that will enable you to pay for any medical or nursing home care that you might
need, or maybe you have the time and
professional skills to care for a needy
parent in your home.
. Maybe you or a loved one will never
have an accident on a state highway and

need the help of a state trooper.
. Maybe you don't have children or
gran?children who will ever need special
readmg classes or vocational training or
who will ever want to try out for a school
sport or school band.
. Maybe you'll never be involved in a
court case and have to wait two extra
years before the case is called.
. Maybe you'll never be unemployed
so you won't need help to tide you ove;
between jobs.
. Maybe no one in your family will be
born retarded or will ever become mentally ill.
. Maybe it won't matter to you if
there's no one to control toxic waste
disposal.
. Maybe you can afford tuition rates at
pri~ate sch<_>ols, or public university education at pnvate school tuition rates.
In short, perhaps y ou 're one of the
very lucky few who wouldn't be affected
by the loss of services that most will suffer under.
. Even if that's the case , I hope you will
thmk of your fellow citizens and give
careful and responsible consideration to
these critical issues when you vote on
November 4.

Separate
Vote
For Each
Proposal
When Michigan voters go to the
polls November 4, they will have
four choices for their state tax
structure:
• Proposal A-The Smith-Bullard
tax revision plan, which calls for a
cut_ in pro~erty taxes financed by
an mcrease m the state income tax.
• Proposal C-The Legislative~oalition tax shift plan, which provides property tax relief in exchange for a state sales tax increase.
• Proposal D-The Tisch Tax
Plan, which cuts property taxes by
more than half and requires the
state to absorb the lost revenue.
• The status quo-which will remain in effect should none of the
proposals receive a majority vote.
All proposals will be voted upon
independently. In other words, passage or failure of each proprosal
depends upon the majority of votes
cast for that proposal only.
This means that voters must vote
on all three proposals to express
themselves. They must vote against
a given proposal to defeat it-not
just for another proposal.
The three plans have many conflicting provisions. If more than one
plan were to pass, according to
Deputy State Budget Director
Douglas B. Roberts, the Michigan
Supreme Court would rule on conflicting provisions, letting the plan
with the highest vote count prevail
where details differ.

Passage or failure of
each proposal
depends upon the
majority of votes cast
for that proposal
only.

